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Auckland Orienteering on the Web:
http://members.tripod.com/~auckoc/index.htm (Website guru Alistair Stewart)
http://homepages.paradise.net.nz/pebble/orienteering/ (OY results from Keith
Stone)
http://www.maptalk.co.nz/ (Orienteering News courtesy of Fraser Mills)
www.nzorienteering.com (NZOF Homepage: for the definitive answer)
http://communities.msn.co.nz/actionshotz (Rob Crawford’s excellent photography)

Editorial
So who’s surprised that the current editor of
the
NZ
Orienteer
is
not
seeking
reappointment?
The job is advertised as being ‘remunerated’,
but this is an overstatement - a paltry $120
per edition to cover out of pocket expenses.
Not wanting to put potential volunteers off, I
am told the effort required to put the
magazines together equates to two months
full time work per year. That’s a lot of
goodwill.
We need a national magazine as it lends
support and credibility to the NZOF – which in
turn ‘internationalises’ the sport in NZ. It
means that when an orienteer asks their
employer for time off or financial support to
compete, they can show that we are well
organised, professional, and serious. We are
judged by our cover, and the magazine is that
public face.

Look at it from the perspective of how much
you would expect to receive for the job –
would $5,000 be enough? (Remember this
would be taxable income for the editor). Once
we have established what is reasonable, then
the sums are obvious. If there are 1000
members throughout NZ, we levy $5 per
head, or perhaps more depending on how
much you value the time involved.
However this debate ends, take the time to
thank Jim (and I suspect Barbara too) for his
efforts in support of the sport. Even if you
disagree with his politics, you have to admire
his determination to produce a great
magazine.
Cover Photo: Brent Edwards, the 2001 Classic
event Auckland Champion running at the Park O.
[Photo: Rob Crawford Actionshotz]

So let’s get real and back it financially.

Letters
Congrats to the AOC
Dear editor
Having had a couple of days to digest the
Auckland Champs and let my body recover, it
feels like the opportune time to write and
extend my thanks and congratulations to the
Auckland Orienteering Club for putting on
three superb days of orienteering over Labour
Weekend. In particular, I would like to thank
the
organisers
for
their
thoughtful
arrangements for those of us with children namely an excellent crèche tent, well planned
string courses on each of the three days,

parking near the start/finish area and crèche
tent, and start times that worked well.
Thank you.
Jill Mains

Training Camps Down South
Dear Editor
Please find attached adverts for placement in
your next club newsletters.
We would really appreciate your help in
promoting the camp to your club's juniors.
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They will have a great time and learn heaps.

pre-Christmas holiday.

We also need adults willing to be coaches to
come along too. A bargain opportunity to
have a break from work in the wonderful
Nelson region all expenses paid, improve
their own Orienteering and get some coach
training. They can't lose!

Please contact me at the address below for
more info if need be.

Parents can be encouraged to come to the
area too to sample the delights of Nelson
(good food and wine, arts & crafts, balmy
weather) or the Abel Tasman National Park
(tramping, sea kayaking etc. etc.) Can't
recommend it enough! A great place for a

Cheers,
Jan Davies
1305 Tram Rd
RD1 Rangiora
Ph 03 312 6475
[Sounds good – more details in
advertisements later in this edition - Ed]

the

Event Calendar
Please call Club Secretaries
confirmation of these details:

for

final

A Auckland. Nicola Kinzett 09 636 6224
http://auckoc.tripod.com/
CM Counties-Manukau. Hilary Isles
09 235 2941
E Egmont. Suzanne Scott 06 758 4468
H Hamilton. Mike Baldwin 07 856 3887
NW North West. Jill Smithies 09 838 7388
P Pinelands. Chris Jackson 07 886 5313
R Rotorua. Peter Fitchett 07 345 6786

T Taupo. Alison Mensen 07 378 0577
WACO Waikato and Auckland Campus.
Melissa Edwards 09 634 8104
Wh Whangarei. Dick Rankin 09 434 6499
NOS National Orienteering Squad. Rob
Crawford 09 412 9711
Unless otherwise stated, start times are 10
am to 12 midday. Summer Series start times
from 5.30pm to 6.45pm

November
10 – 11

PAPO

South Island Champs

Sun 11

NW

Auckland teams event (relays) – Otakanini Topu

Sun 11

T

99 Hills

Tues 13

AOC

Summer Series* – Blockhouse Bay Reserve / Streets
Craigavon Park, Portage Road, Blockhouse Bay

Wed 21

AOC

Summer Series* – Churchill Park / Tamaki Streets
Kinsale Road, Glendowie

Wed 28

AOC

Summer Series* – Cornwall Park / One Tree Hill
Archery Club, Twin Oaks Drive

1

WOC

Closing Date For ANZ Challenge Entries

1–2

Marl

Marlborough 16 Hour Rogaine – Ask your Club Secretary for
an entry form. Closing date for entries 16 November.

1-2

CM

Awhitu Regional Park – Club event, but all welcome
3 Orienteering events to be held on Saturday.
Awhitu Peninsula: $5.00 total plus the golf green fees (read the
CMOC article to understand this!) A BBQ will be available. Bring

December
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your own sausages, steak, food, drink
Contact Hillary Iles email hilaryiles@paradise.net.nz
or Phone 09 235 2941
BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL
Tues 4

AOC

Summer Series* - Self’s Farm
Tidal Road, Papatoetoe

Thurs 13

AOC

Summer Series* - Mt Hobson / Mt St John Streets
Mt Hobson Rd, off Remuera Rd

January 2002
Training Camp
50 Aussies are coming to prepare for the ANZ Challenge. Some
courses will be open to the public. More information soon.
Sat 12

Classic warm up - Bombing Range

Sun 13

ANZ Challenge – Koitiata, Day 1 of 3

Tue 15

ANZ Challenge – Harakeke, Day 2 of 3

Wed 16

ANZ Challenge – Marangai, Challenge Relay

Thu 17

ANZ Challenge – Wanda-Watchtower, Day 3 of 3

Sat 19

Annual Turkey Traverse – Long O

Sun 20

Pukekura Park - Park O

Tues 22

AOC

Summer Series* - Auckland Domain Band Rotunda

Sun 27

AOC

Event on brand new farmland / bush map

Mon 28

AOC

Auckland Anniversary Day Point to Point race

Tues 29

AOC

Summer Series* - Mangere Mt / Ambury Park
Domain Road, off Coronation Road, Mangere Bridge

Tues 5

AOC

Summer Series* - Mt Richmond/Otahuhu/Hamlins Hill
Great South Road, Penrose

Tues 12

AOC

Summer Series* - Meola Reef / Western Springs
Meola Road, Point Chevalier

Sun 17

CM

Totara Park

Wed 20

AOC

Summer Series* - Waiatarua Res / Ellerslie Streets
Grand Drive, off Abbots Way

Sat 23 - 24

NW

Two Days and One Night Event - Wounded Knee; Wilson
Road, Knobbly Knees
Be prepared for a fantastic weekend of orienteering, with an
overnight camp next to the Wilson Road cabin.

Wed 27

AOC

Summer Series* - Carrington (Unitec Campus)
Carrington Rd, Mt Albert

Sat 2

NW

Night Event – Slater Road
Enjoy this build up to the Katoa Po relays with the first of the
Score Series the following day (or later in the day for those out a
little longer!) Camp at Wilson Road to save the trip back into
town.

Sun 3

NW

Score Series 1 – Slater Road

February

March
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Thurs 7

AOC

Summer Series* - Lloyd Elsmore Park / Pakuranga Streets
Bells Rd, off Pakuranga Rd

9 – 10

T

Katoa Po and CDOY1
Back at Waihora. The map is a lot bigger than used for the 2001
OY1. Not to be missed!

Thurs 14

AOC

Summer Series* - One Tree Hill / Cornwall Park
Observatory, Manukau Road

Sun 17

NW

Score Series 2 – Weiti

Sun 24

CM

Waiuku Forest and Maioro

Sat 30

PAPO

National Classic Distance Champs - Pukikai

Sun 31

PAPO

National Short Distance Champs - Tekapo

Mon 1

PAPO

National Relay - Craigmore North

Sun 7

NW

Score Series 3 – Otakanini Topu

April

Sausages, cold drinks and chocolate bars available at the event.

* Summer Series Starts 5:30 – 6:45pm Senior $5 Junior $4 Family $14

Closing date for the ANZ
Challenge is

Sat 1 December 2001
Don’t miss it in the Christmas rush!
ANZ ORIENTEERING FESTIVAL Update
January 12th - 20th 2002
Everything is going as planned for the summer festival. All we need now are some entries! How
about getting your summer holiday organised and sending in your entry soon. Slight change to
the programme, the Festival dinner will be held on Wednesday 16th January at the Ad Astra
Hostel, Wanganui Girls' College. Please amend your entry form.
Here's a reminder about the accommodation offered. Accommodation: Ad Astra Hostel: Full
board in twin rooms is $45 per person per night. This includes breakfast $7, cut lunch $6, evening
meal $12. Accommodation only is $20 per night. There are comfortable recreation rooms/lounges
and spacious grounds. Gym and swimming pool available at small charge. Accommodation is
available from Friday 11th to Thursday 17th, 7 nights. Please state on entry form nights and meals
required. Please work out cost of accommodation and enclose with entry.
Other Accommodation:
View the excellent Wanganui web site (www.wanganui.com) for a full range of accommodation in
Wanganui - see "Destination Wanganui". As well as information about motels, camping grounds,
backpackers etc. there are details of homestays, farmstays and bed and breakfast.
Here is a short selection - we have no prior knowledge of these venues, check them out on the
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web!
Aramoho - Top 10 Holiday Park, motels, cabins, camping ph/fax 06 343 8402
Avenue Motor Inn - central Wanganui ph 06 345 0907 fax 06 345 3250
Wiritoa Lakes Motel - South of Wanganui, near to main maps ph/fax 06 345 0555,
wlmotel@ihug.co.nz
Acacia Park Motel, Wanganui River, opposite Kowhai Park, 3 acres of park, ph/fax 06 343 9093
Res 0800 800 225
Oasis Motor Lodge, North, 4mins to city. Pools, 2.5 acres of grounds ph 06 345 4636 fax 06 345
6093 Res. 0800 360 036
Ocean Heights Motel, near Castlecliff beach ph/fax 06 344 4144
The Tamara Backpacker, Wanganui River ph/fax 06 347 6300
Riverside Inn Backpacker ph/fax 06 347 2529
Rangitikei River Country Estate (Flock House) near Bulls 06 3221045
Look on the anz2002.cjb.net site to find all the latest information about the Festival plus the entry
form.
Julia Fraser
[From PUNCH, The Newsletter of the Wellington Orienteering Association, October 2001]

North West News
October has been a busy
orienteering month. The highlight
for me has been the Auckland
Champs on the AOC’s new
Woodhill maps. Well actually, if you are old
enough you will know that these are not new
maps, just a remap of areas that have been
through the felling and replanting cycle. I
should also point out that my highlight was
not in my results in the races, but competing
on the new and very challenging maps. Many
NWOC members however competed with
distinction in the Auckland Champs. Andy
Bell, Bronwen Allen, Judy Martin, Campbell
Melrose Allen and Sam Murphy all winning
their grades in the classic event. Andy Bell,
Sam Murphy and Lorri O’Brien picked up
titles in the Short O. Apologies to anyone I
have missed.
Several club members also competed in the
CDOA champs on the Manawatu sand dune
terrain earlier in the month, with Mark Lawson
winning M21E. Have you seen the Endurance
Sport magazine with an article on the Great
Day O organised by the club in June? - some
great action photos of Mark winning the
event.
The Sunday afternoon of the Auckland

champs weekend included a Park O race for
the elites and top age group finishers for the
other grades, in Albert Park, central City.
Marquita and Mark represented the club, with
Marquita winning the W21E race. Obviously
there is some speed in those legs. The author
of NW news was also in the race but suffered
some serious embarrassment at the very
public pivot control due to reading control 9
as control 6. Very easy to do on a small map
with lots of controls, while orienteering ‘fast’,
and if you are holding your map upside down!
The event used electronic punching, which is
both excellent to use as a competitor and in
terms of producing instant and detailed
results. What about the 3 Auckland clubs
purchasing a set with enough controls for an
OY standard event?
Non elites could also run the park O race
prior to the main race. Penny Brothers did
and was able to use her local knowledge (she
works at the university) to pick the best route
choice on one leg. Part of the map included
the university campus that had a (confusing?)
3 dimensional aspect to the map and control
placement, a network of car parks and
access ways below ground level. The car
park she uses every day was right next to
optimum below ground route choice, is that
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unfair or what?
The last weekend of the month was the
annual Ralph King Score O on the Muriwai
map. Ralph set a challenging event with high
scoring controls in the ‘tiger’ country on the
eastern and western parts of the map. It was
also raining, just to ensure that the trimmings
in the forest were slippery. Mark Lawson won
overall, with Marquita featuring again as first
lady. Rob G also scored highly by working out
that it was worth going over time to get the
very high point controls, the points penalty
incurred for being over time was less than the
points obtained. He obviously has highly
tuned Score O skills after organising the very
popular Score O series this year. Everyone
enjoyed the Ralph King event and is looking
forward to the Score O series in the first part
of the 2002 session.
The summer, after work, Park O series has
also started. An excellent way to keep up the
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fitness and to sharpen those O skills for fast
races. Especially for those attending the
Australia NZ challenge series in January
2001.
Club dinner, 25 November, remember to
confirm your attendance with Lesley Stone
(09 424 2640) or pebble@paradise.net.nz
Next club meeting will be held at the
Poenamo Hotel, Northcote Road, Takapuna
on Wednesday 14 November at 6.30pm.
Please note change in venue and time.
Lisa and Geoff Mead
445 4555

STOP PRESS
Neil Kerrison wins the M21E Wgtn Champs!
Congratulations Neil.

Auckland Chatter
The Club Christmas Social and AGM will be
held on 2nd December at
5.30pm. The venue is yet to
be confirmed. As usual, the
club will provide the meat,
bread etc, but bring salad or
dessert.

them

to

orienteering

early.

The AGM promises to be brief, and we
welcome
nominations
for
committee
members. Phone Heather on 634 4253.
Congratulations to Jill & Andy Brewis on the
birth of their first grand-daughter, Olivia, who
is a USA citizen.
The Summer Series orienteering has started
off very well, with many enjoying the sunny
weather at the Domain. Unfortunately, the
weather was not so kind the following week
for the Mt Eden event. However there were a
good number of participants.
The cows on Mt Eden are very partial to
cardboard. When Alistair checked the
controls, he found two without their red &
white “flags” and one minus the red half, with
the culprit nearby!
Young Kaleb Maulder was seen with his
mother Antoinette at the first Summer Series
event, aged 6 weeks. It pays to introduce

Congratulations to Simon Jager who won the
best exhibit award at the annual Auckland
Science Fair. His project was research on
what trees make the best firewood. Perhaps
time out in the forest fostered his interest in
trees.
Visit the club at http://auckoc.tripod.com/.
Heather and Tom Clendon
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The results tent courtesy of L.J. Hooker was a popular gathering place at the
Auckland Championships [Photo: Jill Brewis]

CMOC Calling
Our thanks

to AOC and the many
individuals, that made for an enjoyable
Auckland champs. It was great to have three
days of forest orienteering on maps that
demanded technical expertise. I look forward
to running on them next year to try and
correct my numerous errors.
Congratulations to all members who did well
and gained a placing .Too many to list them
all. Brent Edwards and Tania Robinson took
out the most prestigious prizes, the elite men
and women grades.
CMOC is having an end of year social
“training” weekend, which will include 3 “O”
events on three NEW maps. This is open to
all “O” clubs or maybe you know of

individuals, families or groups that may show
some spark of interest in orienteering. It may
also be an option to stay overnight at Awhitu
Regional Park.
Note:
3 Orienteering events to be held on Saturday.
Where: Awhitu Peninsula
Cost: $5.00 in total for the day.
BBQ’s available. BYO Food & Drink
BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL – for map quantities
Who to Contact:
Hillary
Email hilaryiles@paradise.net.nz
Bob Hattie 09 2996 394.

Iles
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The Auckland Champs Invitation Park O. Clockwise from top left: Lisa Frith; James Bradshaw and David
Stewart; Neil Kerrison; Tim Renton; Melissa Edwards [Photos: Paul G]
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Training Tips
The Lactate Threshold
Introduction
In exercise physiology, there have been few
topics more frequently investigated, or more
vigorously debated than the lactate threshold.
It is the details, not the basics that create the
big research problems. However, it is the
basics that have great application to training
and performance. So, we'll stick to those.
What is Lactic Acid and Where Does it
Come From?
When you consume carbohydrate, it consists
of several different sugar molecules; sucrose,
fructose, glucose to name a few. However, by
the time the liver does its job, all of this sugar
is converted to glucose, which can be taken
up by all cells. Muscle fibres take up glucose
and either uses it immediately, or store it in
the form of long glucose chains called
glycogen. During exercise, glycogen is
broken down to glucose, which then goes
through a sequence of enzymatic reactions
that do not require oxygen to proceed. All of
these reactions occur out in the cell fluid, or
cytosol. They can occur very rapidly and yield
some ATP in the process. This pathway is
called the anaerobic (no oxygen) glycolysis
(glucose breakdown) pathway. Every single
glucose molecule must go through this
sequence of reactions for useful energy to be
withdrawn and converted to ATP, the energy
molecule, that fuels muscle contraction, and
all other cellular energy dependant functions.
The Metabolic Fork in the Road
There is a critical metabolic fork in the road at
the end of this chemical pathway. At this fork,
glucose has been converted from one 6carbon molecule to two, 3 carbon molecules
called pyruvic acid, or pyruvate. This pyruvate
can either be shuttled into the mitochondria
via the enzyme pyruvate dehydrogenase, or
be converted to lactic acid via the enzyme
lactate dehydrogenase. Entry into the
mitochondria exposes the pyruvate to further
enzymatic breakdown, oxidation, and a high
ATP yield per glucose. Conversion to lactate
means a temporary dead end in the energy
yielding process, and the potential for
contractile fatigue due to decreasing cellular
pH if lactic acid accumulation proceeds

unchecked. Like a leaf floating in a river, the
pyruvate molecule has no "say" in which
metabolic direction is taken.
Which Way will MY pyruvate go during
exercise?
I am sure you have surmised that that is a
critical question with big implications for
performance. I will try to answer the question
at three levels: a single muscle fibre, an
entire muscle that is active during exercise,
and the entire exercising body.
The Muscle Cell at Work
In a single contracting muscle fibre the
frequency and duration of contractions will
determine ATP demand. ATP demand will be
met by metabolising a combination of two
energy sources: fatty acids and glucose
molecules (ignoring the small contribution of
protein for now). As ATP demand increases,
the rate of glucose flux through glycolytic
pathway increases. Therefore at high
workloads within the single fibre, the rate of
pyruvic acid production will be very high. If
the muscle fibre has a lot of mitochondria
(and
therefore
more
Pyruvate
Dehydrogenase), pyruvate will tend to be
converted to Acetyl CoA and move into the
mitochondria, with relatively little lactate
production. Additionally, fatty acid metabolism
will account for a higher percentage of the
ATP need. Fat metabolism does not produce
lactate, ever! If lactate is produced from
glucose breakdown, it will tend to diffuse from
the area of high concentration inside the
muscle cell to lower concentration out of the
muscle fibre and into extracellular fluid, then
into the capillaries.
The Whole Muscle at Work
Now let's look at an entire muscle, say the
vastus lateralis of the quadriceps group
during cycling. At a low workload, glycolytic
flux is low and the pyruvate produced is
primarily shuttled into the mitochondria for
oxidative breakdown. Since the workload is
low, primarily slow twitch fibres are active.
These fibres have high mitochondrial volume.
As workload increases, more fibres are
recruited and recruited fibres have higher
duty cycles. Now ATP demand has increased
in the previously active fibres, resulting in
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higher rates of pyruvic acid production. A
greater proportion of this now is converted to
lactic acid rather than entering the
mitochondria, due to competition between
LDH and PDH. Meanwhile, some Fast twitch
motor units are starting to be recruited. This
will add to the lactate efflux from the muscle
due to the lower mitochondrial volume of
these fibres. The rate of lactate appearance
in the blood stream increases.
The Body at Work
The vastus is just one of several muscles that
are very active in cycling. With increasing
intensity, increased muscle mass is called on
to meet the force production requirements. All
of these muscles are contributing more or
less lactic acid to the extracellular space and
blood volume, depending on their fibre type
composition, training status and activity level.
However, the body is not just producing
lactate, but also consuming it. The heart, the
liver, the kidneys and inactive muscles are all
locations where lactic acid can be taken up
from the blood and either converted back to
pyruvic acid and metabolised in the
mitochondria or used as a building block to
resynthesise glucose (the liver). These sites
have low intracellular lactate concentration,
so lactic acid diffuses INTO these cells from
the circulatory system. If the rate of uptake or
disappearance of lactate equals the rate of
production or appearance in the blood, then
blood lactate concentration stays constant (or
nearly so). When the rate of lactate
production
exceeds
the
rate
of
disappearance, lactic acid accumulates in the
blood volume, then we see the ONSET of
BLOOD
LACTATE
ACCUMULATION
(OBLA). This is the "Lactate Threshold" (LT).
Performance Implications
Lactic Acid production is not all bad. If we
could not produce lactate, our ability to
perform brief high intensity exercise would be
almost eliminated. However, As I am sure
you are aware, lactic acid is the demon of the
endurance athlete. Cellular accumulation of
the protons (increased acidity) that dissociate
from lactate results in inhibition of muscle
contraction. Blame those heavy legs on the
protons! The bottom line is that exercise
intensities above the OBLA point can only be
sustained for a few minutes to perhaps one
hour depending on how high the workload is
above the intensity at OBLA. Exercise at or
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below this intensity may be sustainable for
hours. The causes of fatigue at these sub-LT
intensities include carbohydrate depletion and
dehydration.
Factors that Influence the Rate of Lactate
Accumulation in the body
Absolute Exercise Intensity- for reasons
mentioned above.
Training Status of Active Muscles - higher
mitochondrial volume improves capacity for
oxidative metabolism at high glyolytic flux
rates. Additionally, improved fatty acid
oxidation capacity results in decreased
glucose utilisation at submaximal exercise
intensities. Fat metabolism proceeds via a
different pathway than glucose, and lactic
acid is not produced. High capillary density
improves both oxygen delivery to the
mitochondria and washout of waste products
from the active muscles.
Fibre Type Composition - Slow twitch fibres
produce less lactate at a given workload than
fast twitch fibres, independent of training
status.
Distribution of Workload - A large muscle
mass working at a moderate intensity will
develop less lactate than a small muscle
mass working at a high intensity. For
example, the rower must learn to effectively
distribute force development among the
muscles of the legs back and arms, rather
than focusing all of the load on the legs, or
the upper body.
Rate of Blood Lactate Clearance - With
training, blood flow to organs such as the liver
and kidneys decreases less at any given
exercise workload, due to decreased
sympathetic stimulation. This results in
increased lactate removal from the circulatory
system by these organs.
Measuring the Lactate Threshold
We have previously discussed the value of a
high maximal oxygen consumption for the
endurance athlete. A big VO2 max sets the
ceiling for our sustainable work rate. It is a
measure of the size of our performance
engine. However, the Lactate Threshold
greatly influences the actual percentage of
that engine power that can be used
continuously.
Most of you will never have this measured in
a laboratory, but a brief description of a
lactate threshold test is still useful, because it
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will lead us into some specific applications for
your racing and training. The test consists of
successive stages of exercise on a treadmill,
bicycle ergometer, swimming flume, rowing
machine etc. Initially the exercise intensity is
about 50 - 60% of the VO2 max. Each stage
generally lasts about 5 minutes. Near the end
of each stage, heart rate is recorded, oxygen
consumption is measured, and a sample of
blood is withdrawn, using a needle prick of
the finger or earlobe. Using special
instrumentation, blood lactate concentration
can be determined during the test. After these
measurements, the workload is increased
and the steps repeated. Through a 6-stage
test, we would expect to achieve a
distribution of intensities that are below, at,
and above the intensity of OBLA or the
lactate threshold. The data from a test would
generally look similar to the example shown.
Interpreting the Data
For purposes of interpretation, let's say that
the athlete above had a maximal heart rate of
182, and a VO2 max or 61 ml/min/kg. These
were also determined using a bicycle test. So
they are good values for comparison. Looking
at the green (round) dots, we see that blood
lactate concentration does not begin to
increase until during the 4th workload, from a
concentration of about 1mM to 2.5mM. This is
the break point. The subject’s VO2 was 45
ml/min/kg at this point. So we determine that
his LT occurs at 45/61 or about 74% of VO2
max. If we look at the heart rate at this point,
it is 158. Now we have a heart rate at lactate
threshold. 158 = about 85% of his max heart
rate. This is useful for the athlete. When he is
cycling, he can judge his training intensities
based on this important value. If he is a time
trialist, this would approximate his racing
heart rate for the hour long event.
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So, Do I race at My LT Intensity?
This depends on your race duration. If your
are rowing 2000 metres, running a 5k race
etc., your exercise intensity will be well above
the LT. Consequently, the blood lactate
measured after these events is extremely
high in elite athletes, on the order of 15mM
(resting levels are below 1mM). In races
lasting from 30 minutes to 1 hour, well trained
athletes also perform at an intensity above
LT, but by a smaller margin. It appears that in
these events, top performers achieve what
might be termed a "maximal lactate steady
state". Blood lactate may increase to 8 to
10mM within minutes, and then stabilise for
the race duration. A high but stable lactate
concentration may seem to contradict the
idea of the LT. But, remember that blood
lactate concentration is the consequence of
both production and clearance. It seems likely
that at these higher lactate concentrations,
uptake by non-working muscles is optimised.
At any rate, measurements in cyclists,
runners and skiers demonstrate the fact that
elite performers can sustain work levels
substantially above the LT for up to one hour.
Specificity of the Lactate Threshold
It is important to know that the lactate
threshold is highly specific to the exercise
task. So if this cyclist tries to get on his brand
new, previously unused, rowing machine and
row at a heart rate of 158, he will quickly
become fatigued. Rowing employs different
muscles and neuromuscular patterns. Since
these muscles are less trained, the cyclist's
rowing LT will be considerably lower. This
specificity is an important concept to
understand when using heart rate as a guide
in "cross training activities", as well as for the
multi-event athlete.
Effect of Training
For reasons mentioned above, training
results in a decrease in lactate production at
any given exercise intensity. Untrained
individuals usually reach the LT at about 60%
of VO2 max. With training, LT can increase
from 60% to above 70% or even higher. Elite
endurance athletes and top masters athletes
typically have LTs at or above 80% of VO2
max. Values approaching 90% have been
reported. The lactate threshold is both
responsive to training and influenced by
genetics.
http://home.hia.no/~stephens/lacthres.htm
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Fluid and Energy

Reduced heat tolerance

Marcus King

Drowsiness, lethargy and irritability

[from Contour Lines, August 1999]

Reduced concentration and co-ordination

I have recently been working with the Logging
Industry Research Organisation and was
given a copy of a report on the effect of
dehydration on forestry workers, which
should be of interest to all orienteers who are
out for more than 30 minutes on their course
(although with the Avon in flood as I write
this, articles on dehydration seem somewhat
irrelevant!). The report details the effects of
fluid loss on physical and mental performance
and
why
these
effects
occur.
Recommendations are given on the type and
quantity of fluids that should be drunk in
order to avoid dehydration and reduce
fatigue. I have tried to summarise the points
that apply to orienteers.

Reduced mental ability, attention, focus and
speed of decision making

During physical activity your active muscles
produce heat. That heat must be lost to
enable your body to remain in its normal
temperature range. The main method of
losing heat is through sweating, which results
in fluid loss from your body. If this fluid is not
replaced, dehydration will occur. Dehydration
results in the development of physical and
mental fatigue.
Drinking only when you feel thirsty will result
in only 50% of your sweat loss being
replaced. If you wait until you are thirsty to
start drinking, you are to late, as thirst signals
that
you
are
already
dehydrated
approximately 2% of your body weight (1.5 to
2 kg). Fluid intake must replace sweat loss.
The following lists some examples of sweat
rates during sporting activity.

Reduced sweat rate and heat loss with an
increase in body temperature.
Because the muscles need a large supply of
fuel to sustain work the fluid you select
should contain energy (carbohydrate) to
delay physical fatigue. Individuals improved
their performance by:
6% if they drank water during exercise
6% if they ate a high energy snack (e.g.
Banana) during exercise
12% if they drank fluid and energy drink.
The fluid must not contain more than 8%
energy or else it causes stomach upset and
slows down the rate of absorption. Small
amounts of sodium (salt) are lost through
sweating but these will be replaced by a
normal diet. However, 1/3 to ¼ teaspoon of
sodium improves the taste and assists the
rate at which the fluid is absorbed.
Drinks that include energy and sodium
include (% energy shown in brackets):
Gatorade (6%)
PowerAde (8%)
Isotar (6.5%)
Exceed (7%)
Restore (Nutrasport) (7%)
Replace (Horleys) (7%)
Active (Cerebos Greggs) (7.5%)
Sport Plus (7%)

Sweat rate
(l/hr)

Temperature
(°C)

Drinks that do not fit the formula but may be
cheaper are:

Rugby

2.2

18-20

Orange juice (7.8%)

Rugby
League

2.0

20-24

Cordial (10%)

Cycling

0.6

33-44

Drinks that are not effective include

Marathon

1.0

20-26

Coke-cola (11%)

Water (0%)

Diet Coke (0%)
A fluid deficit of as little as 1.5 to 2 litres (1 to
2% body weight) causes:

Milk (whole)(5%)

Increased heat rate

Beer (0%)

Physical fatigue

Coffee/tea (1%)

Choc-milk (10%)
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To reiterate, dehydration will result in early
onset of fatigue, reduced concentration, coordination, and poor decision making ability.
Fluid intake must replace sweet loss – start
drinking BEFORE you are thirsty.
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Reference: Tracey Paterson and Patrick Kirk
1997 Fluid and Energy for Forest Workers
LIRO report volume 22 No 8

Coaches...
and potential Coaches
Do you want to get some Coach training?
And improve your own orienteering and have fun doing
orienteering, all expenses paid!
We are looking for coaches to work on the junior camp advertised
below. If you can help out, (even if only for part of the time), please
let Jan Davies know:
Email jan.ian@clear.net.nz
Ph 03 312 6475
1305 Tram Rd RD1 Rangiora

Juniors...
Do you want to have some fun with your orienteering mates and
learn a bit too?

Come to the NZOF Junior O camp. You will meet new people, learn new
skills and practise old ones, do lots of orienteering, do lots of other things and
generally have a good time.
One camp for both islands this summer!
Come to a new orienteering area and see a different part of the country!
Nelson area
th
Sat 15 – Wed 19th December 01

Fully catered
Transport from Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin if numbers warrant it.
Cost $140 includes all food transport at camp, activities, coaching, maps
Ages 12-18, divided into age groups
To apply for a place use email or snail mail
Email jan.ian@clear.net.nz
Address 1305 Tram Rd RD1 Rangiora
Send details: name, address, email/fax, phone, O grade, O club, colour standard, age.
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first

control was common to several
courses on Day 3 of the Auckland Champs and had
been destroyed by some overly vigorous punching.
Good on Mike Ashmore who had the time in hand to
return to the start and report the control’s demise. [I
have my own suspicions as to who broke the clipper
and threw away the control code tag! – Ed]

0

Alistair Stewart had to act as lifeguard on the white course on Day 1 – the
tide was just too high, and but for his expert shepherding of the little ones, perhaps
one of those infragravity waves (the big ‘sweepers’) would have carried away one of
the kids…

0How can a lawn bowl delivered from 115ft away spill a pint of beer, two feet
behind and above the gutter? Maybe one of the four of Wood, Edwards, Ashmore
and Tuck can explain! (Is the NZ Bowling Federation interested in their ‘airborne
drive’ technique?!)

0How does Jeff Greenwood ALWAYS get a spot prize?
0Did anyone see the underground route marked on the park O map?

Wasn’t it great using
SPORTident again? Can you believe we still use clippers?!

0Surely

no one

would
have been tempted to punch
controls out of order in the Akld
Champs? (Can’t happen with
Sportident)

0We

were intrigued

know
how
Carsten
Jorgenson
was going to
extricate
those
long
legs of his
from
that
dodgy control
inside the tree
at
Albert
Park.
(He
must have got
out – he was
seen at Day
3). Did the
kids perched
on the tree’s branches tell ALL the runners where the control was, or just
those they liked?! [No one told me – Ed]

to
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0Did PC Edwards stop to check the marijuana plot on the Auckland Champs Day 3 map?
Or was he too busy chasing that hare from Taranaki?

Caption Competition:
Send your entry to the
editor today, and you
could become famous!

Andy Brewis: the 14 sausages that you put on lay-by
at the Ralph King Score Event are still waiting for you to
pick up. Yum!

Tony Cooper may not have posted the best score
at the Ralph King score event, but boy, can he clip cleanly! [Well done Tony for making the
checkers’ job so easy – too bad you picked up a million time penalties!]

What’s
9 Park O events
9 The elite team attitude
9 One event centre for the whole weekend
9
9 The white course on Day 1 Akld Champs
9 The NW Club O suits

9 Darren’s new
Suunto
watch with a
compass,
barometer,
altimeter…
(but, can you
believe
it
can’t
do
splits?!)
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A team of scientists has produced a
biological explanation for one of the most
persistent in-car arguments: men who
think women can’t read maps or give
directions might be right.
Researchers at the Ruhr University in
Germany claim that spatial intelligence, the
skill used to judge distances and space is
affected by levels of the hormone oestrogen.
A dozen volunteers were tested on their
awareness of objects around them. In one of
the tests, women were asked to recognise a
three dimensional object from different
angles. When oestrogen levels fell, the
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scores of all but one of the volunteers rose.
“We conclude that spatial performance is
sensitive to hormonal fluctuations over the
menstrual cycle,” says one of the authors of
the study, Markus Hausman in the
Behavioural Neuroscience Journal. Some
experts believe this is why women are not
attracted to jobs that require a high level of
spatial awareness: engineering, architecture,
flying.
And might it explain those inexplicable bad
runs?
Compass Sport U.K.

An American view
San Francisco’s Bay Area club, quoted in Orienteering North America, say that the advent of epunching allows the course setter some improved flexibility, in that courses can be set that crisscross each other and themselves. This permits greater use of better terrain and facilitates the
avoidance of less desirable terrain.

Kidz Kontrol!
Drop Sarah a line at 12 Albert Rd Devonport Auckland or email her at
sarahg@devonport.school.nz

The teachers are watching you…
Sarah,
I always read KIDZ KONTROL ! I find it interesting as a teacher to see what kreative kidz are doing
and as a 20 month old [orienteer] it's good to be reminded of the fundamentals.
Keep it up,
Nicholas
Dear Nicholas
I didn’t know you were a teacher. I think anyone who is a teacher should tell kids straight away so
there is no chance of being caught saying bad things in front of them. Come and get one of Mr
Brewis’s left over sausages at the next event. Sarah.

Quick Flick
Change one letter in each line to move from first word to the last…
spur

fast

flog

pest

pooh

easy

clip

flag
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Be it forest, rough terrain or mountain pass, everyone is able to play

Results
Ralph King Score Champs - Muriwai 28 October
The only person to get all the controls was Tony Cooper but he took 77 minutes too long and lost
770 leaving him with a total of 165. However the outstanding thing here was that he presented us
with perfectly clean un-mutilated clip card with every pattern place perfectly in each box. Thank you
Tony.
It seem to me that some very experienced orienteers delight in trying to confuse card checkers by
handing in cards that have been screwed up into a little ball, covered with mud etc. punched out of
order, double punched then they have to convince the controller that they have actually been there.
Also they do not put sufficient information on card. Like correct age group. Full name; start time
etc. If you want the correct results have more care punching cards and give all the information
required. OK I'm not perfect and will have to look at my own housekeeping. Sorry about the
weather last Sunday. It did make things rather uncomfortable.
Bert Chapman.
OPEN MEN
Mark Lawson 825
Gregg Flynn 665
David Stewart 520
Marco Thoma 470
OPEN WOMEN
Marquita Gelderman 660

M21-35
Andrew Bell 435
Scott Vennell 420
Peter Murphy 395

M40
Mark Roberts 415
Paul Gilkison 385
Patrick Murphy 185

W 20
Lise Moen 405

W40
Pip Poole 445
Lisa Mead 375
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M45
Norm Jager 520
Geof Mead 505
Rolf Wagner 425
W45
Chris Jager 150
M50
Rob Garden 710
Alistair Stewart 535
Wayne Aspin 420
Rob Ambler 420
Mike Beveridge 365
W50
Trish Aspin 585
Joanna Stewart 280
Mary Moen 245
Gay Ambler 65
M55
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Terge Moen 495
Clive Bolt 175
M60
Terry Nuttall 435
Val Smirnov 350
David Bliss 265
W 60
Heather Clendon 125
M65
Peter Godfrey 350
Graham Peters 320
Andrew Brewis 245
Tom Clendon 150
Jnr M
Simon Jager 510
Jnr W
Emily Murphy 365
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M 16
Martin Peat 250
M.Jager 160
M 14
Sam Murphy 355
M U12
Cairin Murphy 420
Nic Mead 185
Gene Beveridge 180
W U12
Sarah Gilkison 130
Hannah Murphy 60
Rebecca Burke (unof).
130points
Casual..
A.Charlton 95

Jason Markham, and the
Joy of Orienteering [Photo:
Paul G]

Karl Dravitski on his way to winning the Men’s Elite Auckland
Competition for 2001 (the actual title went to local Brent Edwards)
[Photo: Paul G]
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Solutions
Quck Flicks (some are simpler than others, and there must be lots of variations) Spur / Sour /
Pour / Poor / Pooh. Fast / East / Easy. Flog / Flop / Flip / Clip. Pest / Peat / Feat / Flat / Flag.
Can you provide the control descriptions? (Last Month’s problem)
U

Track Bend

Rebecca Smith
with 40m to go…

1

Track Junction

[Photo: Paul G]

2

Track and Wall Junction

3

Track Junction

4

Track Junction

5

Track Junction

Finish

Track

Next Issue: December

2001

Please send your editorial contributions to Paul Gilkison, 12 Albert Rd, Devonport, or email
psquared@iconz.co.nz. tel 09 445 4306, to arrive before

5 December 2001.

Distribution
If you change your address (and still wish to have this magazine reach you!), please contact your
club membership officer or Andrew Bell on 09 411 7166 or email the.bells@xtra.co.nz.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation
gratefully acknowledges the support of the
Hillary Commission.

Phil Wood at the Auckland Champs.
[Photo Paul G]

The Auckland Orienteering Association
wishes to thank Carter Holt Harvey for the use
of its forests.

Sender:
Andrew Bell
847 Old North Road RD2 Waimauku
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